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THE HEAVENS DECLARE HIS GLORY!
What is a super blue moon?

Super blue moon is a simple astronomical
phenomena. An orbit of the Moon around the Earth
takes place once in 27.3 days but the period between
two successive full moons is about 29.5 days. This
difference happens because successive full moons
take place at different points on a slightly elliptical
orbit. In its dance around the earth, once in a while,
a full moon occurs when the moon is at or near its
closest approach, called the perigee point. When this
happens, it is called a super-moon.
The full moon
can be about 30
percent brighter
and seen as 14
percent larger
than usual when
super-moon
happens.
Even as a lunar month, which denotes the period
from one full moon to another, lasts about 29.5 days,
months in the Gregorian calendar system that is
used uniformly the world over, lasts between 28 and
31 days. Thus, it is possible to have two full moons
in a given calendar month. The second full moon is
referred to as a blue moon. The event occurs once in
few years.
Now, a few words about the lunar eclipse, the third
aspect of the forthcoming event: The orbit of the
moon around the earth is tilted at about five degrees
to earth’s solar orbital plane. Hence, although on
every full moon day, the earth is in between sun and
moon, it is not always in a straight line. The position
of the moon is either above or below the shadow of
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the earth; thus sunlight does not
get blocked by earth to cause
an eclipse. However, once in a
while, the Sun, earth and moon
align in a straight line resulting
in a lunar eclipse, which could
be either total or partial.
But, even in total lunar eclipse,
the moon will not appear
black, although earth will block
most of the sunlight. “Earth
has a significant atmosphere
enveloping it. During a lunar
eclipse, while the solid parts
of earth block the light,
the atmosphere is partially
transparent and allows some
part of the white sunlight to
pass through.
In the US, the last time such
a fortuitous circumstance
occurred was way back on
31 March 1866, and so for
them, the blue moon eclipse
is occurring after a gap of 152
years and for us just 36 years.
One should not be misled by all
kinds of “fake news” spreading
in social media about the size of
the moon.

Watch Faye!
KAZQ Channel 32
Wednesdays 1pm CST
Albuquerque, NM

MyTV KMYL Channel 14
Sundays at 7:30am CST
Lubbock, TX
MyTV KCPN
Sundays at 7:30am CST
Amarillo, TX
KXVA Channel 15 Fox
7:30 AM CST Sundays
Abilene, Texas
KIDY Fox
Sundays 7:00 AM CST
San Angelo, TX
GEB TV
Channel 363 on Direct TV
Mondays 1:00pm CST
Albuquerque, NM
SON BROADCASTING
NETWORK KCHF TV
Saturdays at 3:00pm MT
Tuesdays at 12:30am MT
Santa Fe, NM
KPEJ Fox 24
Sundays 7:00am CST
Midland/Odessa, TX

“As the super moon eclipse will be visible at the time
of sunset, and moonrise, the moon would appear
to be large. This has nothing to do with the fact that
moon is closer to earth or anything else I saw this
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moon without realizing what it was on January 31st.
I had to go outside and the light of the moon was
almost as bright as the sun and I gasp at its beauty.
I felt I could almost reach up and touch it. When in
the house the Lord spoke to me that the heavens
declare His glory. I thought God has all America
looking up to the sky again. I thought I would share
it with you so we don’t miss the little things God is
telling us, reminding us that He created the Universe.

some tv interviews when asked how he pulled off that
win. He said by using ground US mail. Did he use the
NSA’s data to make it happen? Was the 2012 election
of Obama rigged? The Facts are as follows. Read it
aloud. Don’t worry if you are not able to retain it all.
We are in a spiritual battle and God is not confused.
Just call out the deceivers to the Father and ask God
to bind all witchcraft and occult operating in the
highest levels of our government.

There are many different self-proclaimed prophets
with different revelations but what the Lord showed
me is that He is declaring His glory over this nation.
The Lord gave me another revelation this week. I
know His revealing spirit.

Data Mining in Obama’s 2012 Victory

There is going to be a mass exodus out
of the democrat party coming soon!

Our prayers have made it to the throne room of God.
The evil doers are falling like flies. The democrats in
the Congress are liars and a threat to our national
security. They do nothing in the best interest of the
American citizens and taxpayers. They have sold
out patriotism and our US Constitution to personal
promotion of their ideology, Liberalism/Saul Alinsky
radicalism. They are at the basis of forcing Americans
to sin and using their power to make laws that mock
God.

Also, Spying on Americans is
Going to Land at Obama’s Door.

His number has come up before the Father.

Look at the Facts: During the 2012 election the Lord
revealed to me that team Obama had used federal
agencies to acquire personal addresses of those on
federal assistance to send examples of ballots and
they were told, I was told, if they did not vote for
Obama, their free stuff would stop. A lady at the
voting precinct showed me what she got in the mail.
It appeared to be an official letter from the federal
government. I knew why Obama was sooo confident
about winning that election.
He reigned in the “have nots”, illegals, and free
loaders ling up transportation to be sure they got to
the polls. He organized the get out the vote and his
campaign manager, David Axelrod, all but said so in

By Dorotea Szkolar | January 24, 2013

Barack Obama won the
2012 presidential election,
defeating Mitt Romney
in nearly all battleground
states, securing a total of
332 electoral votes and
winning 51% of the popular
vote. Following the election,
several prominent media
outlets reported the Obama
campaign’s effective mining of the large databases
of voter information was a major factor in the
president’s victory.
In fact, during the election, Time Magazine
interviewed several of the Obama campaign’s “data
crunches” and estimated their efforts “helped Obama

raise $1 billion, remade the process of targeting TV ads and
created detailed models of swing-state voters that could be
used to increase the effectiveness of everything from phone calls
and door knocks to direct mailings and social media.” Obama
strategist David Axelrod told news reporters “nothing
happened on election night that surprised me — nothing.
Every single domino that turned over was in keeping with the
model that our folks had projected.” While it is predicted

large data crunching will become normal in winning
major elections, there are still many questions to be
answered, especially concerning transparency of the
process, voter privacy and the handling of such data
between elections.
27 Edward Snowden Quotes About U.S. Government
Spying That Should Send A Chill Up Your Spine
By Michael Snyder, on June 10th, 2013

Would you be willing to give up what Edward Snowden has given
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up? He has given up his high paying job,
his home, his girlfriend, his family, his
future and his freedom just to expose
the monolithic spy machinery that the
U.S. government has been secretly
building to the world.
He says that he does not want to
live in a world where there isn’t
any privacy. He says that he does not want to live in a world
where everything that he says and does is recorded. Thanks
to Snowden, we now know that the U.S. government has been
spying on us to a degree that most people would have never
even dared to imagine. Up until now, the general public has
known very little about the U.S. government spy grid that knows
almost everything about us. But making this information public
is going to cost Edward Snowden everything. Essentially, his
previous life is now totally over.
And if the U.S. government gets their hands on him, he will
be very fortunate if he only has to spend the next several
decades rotting in some horrible prison somewhere. There is a
reason why government whistleblowers are so rare. And most
Americans are so apathetic that they wouldn’t even give up
watching their favorite television show for a single evening to do
something good for society.
Most Americans never even try to make a difference because
they do not believe that it will benefit them personally.
Meanwhile, our society continues to fall apart all around us.
Hopefully the great sacrifice that Edward Snowden has made will
not be in vain. Hopefully people will carefully consider what he
has tried to share with the world. The following are 27 quotes
from Edward Snowden about U.S. government spying that
should send a chill up your spine.

1. “The majority of people in developed countries spend

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

at least some time interacting with the Internet, and
Governments are abusing that necessity in secret to extend
their powers beyond what is necessary and appropriate.”
“…I believe that at this point in history, the greatest danger
to our freedom and way of life comes from the reasonable
fear of omniscient State powers kept in check by nothing
more than policy documents.”
“The government has granted itself power it is not entitled
to. There is no public oversight. The result is people like
myself have the latitude to go further than they are allowed
to.”
“…I can’t in good conscience allow the US government to
destroy privacy, internet freedom and basic liberties for
people around the world with this massive surveillance
machine they’re secretly building.”
“The NSA has built an infrastructure that allows it to
intercept almost everything.”
“With this capability, the vast majority of human
communications are automatically ingested without
targeting. If I wanted to see your e-mails or your wife’s

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

phone, all I have to do is
use intercepts. I can get
your e-mails, passwords,
phone records, credit
cards.”
Don’t Miss
“Any analyst at any time
can target anyone. Any
Saturday’s Patriotic Prayer
selector, anywhere… I,
Conference Call
sitting at my desk, certainly
w/ Faye’s weekly updates for
had the authorities to
specific intercession.
wiretap anyone, from you
Every Saturday – 2pm EST
or your accountant, to a
712.432.0900
federal judge, to even the
Call Insight (407.265.0700)
President…”
Press 2 for access code
“To do that, the NSA
specifically targets the
communications of
everyone. It ingests them
by default. It collects them
in its system and it filters them and it analyzes them and it
measures them and it stores them for periods of time simply
because that’s the easiest, most efficient and most valuable
way to achieve these ends. So while they may be intending
to target someone associated with a foreign government, or
someone that they suspect of terrorism, they are collecting
YOUR communications to do so.”
“I believe that when [senator Ron] Wyden and [senator
Mark] Udall asked about the scale of this, they [the NSA]
said it did not have the tools to provide an answer. We
do have the tools and I have maps showing where people
have been scrutinized most. We collect more digital
communications from America than we do from the
Russians.”
“…they are intent on making every conversation and every
form of behavior in the world known to them.”
“Even if you’re not doing anything wrong, you’re being
watched and recorded. …it’s getting to the point where you
don’t have to have done anything wrong, you simply have
to eventually fall under suspicion from somebody, even by a
wrong call, and then they can use this system to go back in
time and scrutinize every decision you’ve ever made, every
friend you’ve ever discussed something with, and attack you
on that basis, to sort of derive suspicion from an innocent
life.”
“Allowing the U.S. government to intimidate its people with
threats of retaliation for revealing wrongdoing is contrary to
the public interest.”
“Everyone everywhere now understands how bad things
have gotten — and they’re talking about it. They have the
power to decide for themselves whether they are willing to
sacrifice their privacy to the surveillance state.”
“I do not want to live in a world where everything I do
and say is recorded. That is not something I am willing to
support or live under.”
“I don’t want to live in a world where there’s no privacy,
and therefore no room for intellectual exploration and
creativity.”
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16. “I have no intention of hiding who I am because I know I
17.

18.
19.

have done nothing wrong.”
“The great fear that I have regarding the outcome for
America of these disclosures is that nothing will change.
[People] won’t be willing to take the risks necessary to stand
up and fight to change things… And in the months ahead,
the years ahead, it’s only going to get worse. [The NSA will]
say that… because of the crisis, the dangers that we face in
the world, some new and unpredicted threat, we need more
authority, we need more power, and there will be nothing
the people can do at that point to oppose it. And it will be
turnkey tyranny.”
“There’s no saving me.”
“government agents get him.”

And how will they treat him once they find him? Well,
one reporter overheard a group of U.S. intelligence
officials talking about how Edward Snowden should
be “disappeared”. The following is from a Daily Mail
article that was posted on Monday.
The fact that we are collecting trillions of pieces of
information on people all over the planet is a massive
embarrassment and the fact that our politicians are
defending this practice now that it has been exposed
is a massive embarrassment.
If the U.S. government continues to act like a Big
Brother police state, then the rest of the world will
eventually conclude that is exactly what we are. At
that point we become the “bad guy” and we lose all
credibility with the rest of the planet.

The House Just Released the Nunes Memo.
Here’s What It Is.

House Republicans released the full, un-redacted
“Nunes memo” on Friday following months of
speculation – and as expected the GOP memo alleges
the FBI was biased in its investigation of ties between
Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign and
Russia.
The memo zeroes in on the “Steele dossier,” an
unverified document that was allegedly paid for by
the Democratic and Hillary Clinton’s presidential
campaign. The memo, overseen by House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence Chairman Rep.
Devin Nunes (R-CA), alleges that the dossier was an
“essential part” of the evidence used to authorize
surveillance on Trump advisers and that its origins

and ties to Clinton and the Democrats were never
disclosed to the court.
The so-called “Nunes memo” which is three and a
half pages, centers around the FBI obtaining a Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrant in October
of 2016 against former Trump campaign policy adviser
Carter Page. Nunes claims that an “essential part” of
obtaining the FISA court warrant was the use of the
Steele dossier – which was compiled by former British
spy Christopher Steele alleging compromising details
that Russia may have on President Trump. The dossier,
a copy of which was published in full by Buzzfeed
last January, alleges that Trump’s former campaign
manager Paul Manafort used Page as an intermediary
with the Russian government and that Page attended
a secret meeting at the Kremlin in July of 2016.
The memo cites testimony from Deputy FBI Director
Andrew McCabe—who is now stepping down—in
which he told the committee no warrant for Page
would have been sought without the use of the
dossier.
“The Committee has discovered serious violations
of the public trust, and the American people have a
right to know when officials in crucial institutions are
abusing their authority for political purposes,” Nunes
said in a statement accompanying the release.
Read the full Nunes Memo:

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Abuses
at the Department of Justice and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation Purpose

This memorandum provides Members an update on
significant facts relating to the Committee’s ongoing
investigation into the Department of Justice (DOJ)
and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and their
use of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (F
ISA) during the 2016 presidential election cycle. Our
findings, which are detailed below, 1) raise concerns
with the legitimacy and legality of certain DOJ and FBI
interactions with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court (FISC), and 2) represent a troubling breakdown
of legal processes established to protect the American
people from abuses related to the ISA process.
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Investigation Update

On October 21, 2016, DOJ and FBI sought and received a
FISA probable cause order (not under Title VII) authorizing
electronic surveillance on Carter Page from the FISC. Page is
a US citizen who served as a volunteer advisor to the Trump
presidential campaign. Consistent with requirements under
FISA, the application had to be first certified by the Director or
Deputy Director of the FBI. It then required the approval of the
Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General (DAG), or the Senate
confirmed Assistant Attorney General for the National Security
Division.
The FBI and DOJ obtained one initial FISA warrant targeting
Carter Page and three FISA renewals from the FISC. As required
by statute (50 U.S.C. a FISA order on an American citizen must be
renewed by the ISC every 90 days and each renewal requires a
separate finding of probable cause. Then-Director James Comey
signed three FISA applications in question on behalf of the FBI,
and Deputy Director Andrew McCabe signed one. Sally Yates,
then-Acting DAG Dana Boente, and DAG Rod Rosenstein each
signed one or more FISA applications on behalf of the DOJ.
Due to the sensitive nature of foreign intelligence activity,
FISA submissions (including renewals) before the ISC are
classified. As such, the public’s confidence in the integrity of
the FISA process depends on the court’s ability to hold the
government to the highest standard – particularly as it relates
to surveillance of American citizens. However, the rigor in
protecting the rights of Americans, which is reinforced by 90?day
renewals of surveillance orders, is necessarily dependent on
the government’s production to the court of all material and
relevant facts.
This should include information potentially favorable to the
target of the FISA application that is known by the government.
In the case of Carter Page, the government had at least four
independent opportunities before the FISC to accurately
provide an accounting of the relevant facts. However, our
findings indicate that, as described below, material and relevant
information was omitted.

1) The “dossier”- compiled by Christopher Steele (Steele

dossier) on behalf of the Democratic National Committee (DNC)
and the Hillary Clinton campaign formed an essential part of the
Carter Page FISA application. Steele was a longtime FBI source
who was paid over $160,000 by the DNC and Clinton campaign,
via the law firm Perkins Coie and research firm Fusion GPS, to
obtain derogatory information on Donald Trump’s ties to Russia.

a) Neither the initial application in October 2016, nor any of

the renewals, disclose or reference the role of the DNC, Clinton
campaign, or. any party/campaign in funding Steele’s efforts,
even though the political origins of the Steele dossier were then
known to senior and FBI officials.
b) The initial FISA application notes Steele was working for a
named US person, but does not name Fusion GPS and principal

Glenn Simpson, who was paid by a US. law firm (Perkins Coie)
representing the DNC (even though it was known by DOI at the,
time that political actors were involved with the Steele dossier).
The application does not mention Steele was ultimately working
on behalf of – and paid by – the DNC and Clinton campaign, or
that the FBI had separately authorized payment to Steele for the
same information.

2) The Carter Page FISA application also cited extensively a

September 23, 2016, Yahoo News article by- Michael Isikoff,
which focuses on Page’s July 2016 trip to Moscow. This article
does not corroborate the Steele dossier because it is derived
from information leaked by Steele himself to Yahoo News.
The Page FISA application incorrectly assesses that Steele did not
directly provide information to Yahoo News. Steele has admitted
in British court filings that he met with Yahoo News – and several
other outlets – in September 2016 at the direction of Fusion GPS.
Perkins Coie was aware of Steele’s initial media contacts because
they hosted at least one meeting in Washington DC in 2016 with
Steele and Fusion GPS where this matter was discussed.

a) Steele was suspended and then terminated as an FBI source

for what the FBI defines as the most serious of violations – an
unauthorized disclosure to the media of his relationship with the
FBI in an October 30, 2016, Mother Jones article by David Corn.
Steele should have been terminated for his previous undisclosed
contacts with Yahoo and other outlets in September – before
the Page application was submitted to the FISC in October – but
Steele improperly concealed from and lied to the FBI about
those contacts.

b) Steele’s numerous encounters with the media violated the

cardinal rule of source handling – maintaining confidentiality –
and demonstrated that Steele had become a less than reliable
source for the FBI.

3) Before and after Steele was terminated as a source, he

maintained contact with DOJ via then-Associate Deputy Attorney
General Bruce Ohr, a senior DOJ official who worked closely with
Deputy Attorneys General Yates and later Rosenstein. Shortly
after the election, the FBI began interviewing Ohr, documenting
his communications with Steele.
For example, in September 2016, Steele admitted to 0hr his
feelings against then- candidate Trump when Steele said he “was
desperate that Donald Trump not get elected and was passionate
about him not, being president.” This clear evidence of . Steele?
bias was recorded by Ohr at the time and subsequently in official
FBI files –but not reflected in any of the Page FISA applications.

a) During this same time period , Ohr’s wife was employed by

Fusion GPS to assist in the cultivation of opposition research on
Trump. Ohr later provided the FBI with all of his wife’s opposition
research, paid for by the DNC and Clinton campaign via Fusion
GPS. The Ohrs’ relationship with Steele and Fusion GPS was
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inexplicably concealed from the FISC.

4) According to the head of the counterintelligence division,

Assistant Director Bill Priestap, corroboration of the Steele
dossier was in its “infancy” at the time of the initial Page FISA
application. After Steele was terminated, a source validation
report conducted by an independent unit within FBI assessed
Steele’s reporting as only minimally corroborated.
Yet, in early January 2017, Director Comey briefed Presidentelect Trump on a summary of the Steele dossier, even though
it was – according to his June 2017 testimony – “salacious and
unverified.” While the FISA application relied on Steele’s past
record of credible reporting on other unrelated matters, it
ignored or concealed his anti-Trump financial and ideological
motivations.
Furthermore, Deputy Director McCabe testified before the
Committee in December 2017 that no surveillance warrant
would have been sought from the FISC without the Steele
dossier information.

5) The Page FISA application also mentions information

regarding fellow Trump campaign advisor George Papadopoulos,
but there is no evidence of any cooperation or conspiracy
between Page and Papadopoulos.
The Papadopoulos information triggered the opening of an FBI
counterintelligence investigation in late July 2016 by FBI agent
Pete Strzok. Strzok was reassigned by the Special Counsel’s Office
to FBI Human Resources for improper text messages with his
mistress, FBI Attorney Lisa Page (no known relation to Carter
Page), where they both demonstrated a clear bias against Trump
and in favor of Clinton, Whom Strzok had also investigated.
The Strzok/Lisa Page texts also reflect extensive discussions
about the investigation, orchestrating leaks to the media, and
include a meeting with Deputy Director McCabe to discuss an
“insurance” policy against President Trump’s election.

PRAYER POINTS

God is answering our prayers in a major way. Praise God.
Read the GOP MEMO aloud to God.

Anoint the names of those in bold black and pray
the following over them. Pray the Scripture that all
hidden unlawful things they have committed will to
exposed and justice will be served.

Apply Word of God to remove them from office. Add
Lindsey Graham and John McCain to list. Also, Nancy
Pelosi.

Republicans

•James Risch
Idaho
•Marco Rubio
Florida
•Susan Collins
Maine
•Roy Blunt
Missouri
•James Lankford
Oklahoma
•Tom Cotton
Arkansas
•John Cornyn
Texas
Democrats
•Dianne Feinstein
California
•Ron Wyden
Oregon
•Martin Heinrich
New Mexico
•Angus King
Maine
•Joe Manchin
West Virginia
•Kamala Harris
California

1 Tim 2:1 Heavenly Father, I give thanks for our government.
1 Tim 2:2 I pray for all men and women having authority over us
in any way.

Prov. 1:23 Pour out Your Spirit upon them and make Your Word
known to them.
Ps 25:21 Cause them to be men and women of integrity,
obedient concerning us,
1 Tim 2:2 that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life, in all
godliness and honesty.
Prov. 2:10 Let wisdom enter their hearts, and let knowledge be
pleasant to them.

Add Robert Mueller, Jeff Sessions, Rod Rosenstein,
Bill and Hillary Clinton, to the list. Also Senators on
the Intelligence Committee. The are behind the
Mueller investigation spending $15 million to create a
crime to remove Pres. Trump from office.
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Prov. 2:11 Let discretion preserve them and

understanding keep them,
Prov. 2:12 to deliver them from the way of evil and from
evil men.
Psalm 1:1 Make their hearts and ears attentive to godly counsel,
2Chr 20:32 doing what is right in your sight.
Prov. 2:21 Let the upright dwell in our government.
Heb 12:27 Cause there to be a shaking in all areas.
Prov. 2:21 Let those complete and blameless before You stay.
Prov. 2:22 and cut off the wicked. Let the unfaithful be rooted
out.
1Cor 4:5 Bring to light what is hidden in darkness,
1Cor 4:5 and expose the secret aims of the hearts.
Rev 2:5 Let this nation remember from where they have fallen,
Rev 2:5 repenting, and returning to doing their first works,
1Chr 22:19 setting their hearts and their souls to seek the Lord,
2Chr 7:14 humbling themselves, praying, and turning from
their wicked ways.
2Chr 7:14 Then hear them, O Lord, and forgive their sins and
heal our land.
Acts 26:18 Open their eyes and turn them
from darkness to light.
Heb 3:13 Soften the hearts that are hardened through the
deceitfulness of sin.
Ps 107:20 Deliver them from their destructions.
2Pet 3:9 Father, You have been longsuffering toward us, 2Pet
3:9 not willing that any should perish,
2Pet 3:9 but that all should come to repentance.
Isa 49:22 Raise up a standard in this nation.
Zech 10:1 Cause the rains of Your Spirit to flood this land Hab
3:2 and revive Your work in the midst of us.
Isa 59:16 Raise up intercessors for this nation
2Cor 10:4 to pull down strongholds over this land.

VIP

NOON – 1 PM EASTERN TIME PRAYER CALL WITH FAYE.

THEY GET NO GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES LIKE
ILLEGALS. NOR DO THEY GET $2,000 BONUS AT END
OF YEAR LIKE CHILD CREDITS FOR ILLeGALS…THEY
DO NOT GET EVEN MIN. WAGE ….LOOK AT WHAT
CONGRESS GIVES THEMSELVES….IT IS A DISGRACE.

BECOME A SPONSOR TO HELP FAYE ORGANIZE

THIS PROTEST AND STOP THE GREEDY POLITICIANS
WAR ON SENIORS. THEY RAIDED SOCIAL SECURITY
TRUST FUND AND SPENT IT. WE MUST ABOLISH THE
LIE THAT SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE ARE
ENTITLEMENTS.
THE CONGRESSIONAL PENSION IS THE REAL
ENTITLEMENT. THESE CORRUPT CONGRESSMEN
ARE CUTTING BACK ON MEDICARE TO HOSPITALS.
SENIORS ARE BEING RAPED BY MEMBERS OF
CONGRESS WHILE ILLEGALS ARE COSTING US
BILLIONS. WAKE UP FRIENDS. I NEED YOUR SUPPORT

NOW TO GO FORWARD
AND ORGANIZE SENIORS.

IF YOU CAN HELP AND GIVE A ONE TIME $1,000
DO IT TODAY.

OR, WHATEVER LITTLE OR MUCH GOD ALLOWS YOU
TO GIVE. THEY ARE MAKING LAWS AND CUTS NOW.
SO DON’T DELAY…WE MUST ACT NOW.

Sow a seed today!

Call 855-887-7321
Or Mail To: Insight USA, PO Box 917689, Longwood, FL 32791

Communion….Pray for salvation for individuals. Bring
names that need salvation. We will lift them up to the
Lord.

40 week/day PRAYER FOR SOULS BEGAN
THIS WEEK.

JOIN US EACH WEEK AT NOON ONE FREE
CONFERENCING PRAYER LINE; 712-432-0900
Email: faye.usainsight@gmail.com for Access Code OR
CALL 407-489-7296 FOR THE CODE.

Faye is organizing PROTEST FOR SENIORS MAKING
LESS THAN 1000 PER MONTH
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